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TABLOO LED-GLASSTABLE
TABLOO, the radiating glass table – top advertizes your sucess
With an in-glass 3D-volume laser engraving of your logo and/or any chosen motif or subject
TABLOO is a radiating highlight. Even in bright environment its shiny led-radiation draws
the attention of friends, visitors, customers and bypassers.
Tabloo is a unique piece of the decor and a radiating advertisment. It is your „round table“
where poeple gather and communicate.
Employing TABLOO for your benefit and place it at/in
- exhibtions, sales departments, Casinos
- entrances, foyers, Bars, Clubs
- terraces, gardens and halls
Employing TABLOO as an all-embracing
multifunctional medium for
- sales discussion with customers
- a place of special- and business encounters
- „first-contact“ meetings and „get-togethers“
- your support with interviews, TV-events and talk-shows.
Employing TABLOO allows you to be embraced by hightech and
elegance due to
- the thick glass tabletop radiating with intensily diffused led-light
- the light emanating from the tabletop center towards the edge
- the pilar-like stainless steel support
- the glass tabletop surface with its frosted edges causes
a „hovering“ impression
- in-house or outdoor placement
Employing TABLOO means advanced technology due to
- laser volume engraving
- energy saving led-lighting
- eye safe by mean of frosted glass edges
- state-of-the-art materials
- unique design
– made in Germany.
Manufactoring according to your ideas and/or drawings is only natural.
Your logo and/or motif radiates glarefree in colors of your choice
transforming this unique tabletop into a 3D projection platform of
pure light.
Employing TABLOO means state-of-the-art display of colors
- diavolo-red
- bengali-blue
- jalousie-yellow
- natura-green
- opti-white.
We are looking forward to discussing your next project and will be happy to consult with you and to
work out a quotation for a state-of-the-art TABLOO „radiating led glass table".
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